Stamped Designs Renke Spring Flower Cards

Cutting Directions for the Paper:
1. Cut 5-7/8” up from the bottom of the paper (with the leader). Using the upper piece,
cut 3-3/4” from the right edge, the 5” from the bottom. This makes the piece for Card
1, dream card.
2. Cut 3-3/4” from the right edge of the large piece left. Turn the piece and cut 5” from
the flowers. This makes the piece for Card 2, best wishes card.
3. Cut 2-3/8” from the top of the piece with the words. Turn the piece and make it 4”
high. This makes the piece for Card 3, happy everything card.
4. Trim the leader off the large piece that is left. Cut 4-1/2” from the left edge. Then trim
2-3/4” from the bottom. This makes the piece for Card 4, the hello card.
5. Cut 3-5/8” from the right edge. Then trim 4-7/8” up from the bottom. This makes the
piece for Card 5, thinking of you card.
6. Cut 3-3/4” from the right edge of the remaining piece. Cut 5” up from the bottom. This
makes the piece for card 6, the smile card.
Card 1 – Dream Card
1. Layer the printed piece to the black card and to the front of the card. Attach the pink
strip to the lower front of the card, the attach the purple flourish over it with wet glue.
2. Attach the dream words to the top of the card.
Card 2 – Best Wishes Card
1. Layer the printed piece to the black card. Apply adhesive to the back of the card and
wrap the light pink ribbon bow around the piece as shown.
2. Attach the butterfly body to the butterfly with wet glue, then attach to the front of the
card.
3. Fishtail cut the green piece with best wishes and attach to the lower left area of the
card.
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Card 3 – Happy Everything Card
1. Layer the green card piece to the brown card. Attach the printed piece to the green as
shown. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the mauve ribbon bow
around the left side of the card as shown.
2. Attach the “happy everything” words to the upper right section with wet glue and
scatter the sequins on the front and attach with wet glue.
Card 4 – Hello Card
1. Layer the pink card to the black card. Attach the printed piece to the front of the pink
card as shown.
2. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the silver-gray ribbon bow around the
piece as shown. Attach the hello circle to the upper left section with a foam dot.
Card 5 – Thinking of You Card
1. Layer the printed piece to the black piece. Attach the corner floral piece to the lower
left corner of the card with wet glue.
2. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the light pink ribbon knot around the
piece as shown. Attach the “thinking of you” circle to the right middle section with a
foam dot.
Card 6 – Be Happy and Smile Card
1. Layer the printed piece to the dark purple piece. Apply adhesive to the back of the
piece and attach the purple ribbon bow to the lower right corner as shown.
2. Attach the over with the smile words to the upper part of the card as shown.

